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Introduction 
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Goal: Getting comfortable with ROOT

ROOT is an object-oriented C++ analysis package
• You should be using it this summer if you are doing any data analysis

Introductory look at some of the features of ROOT
• With hands-on coding exercises 

Will start with a few “mini-exercises” (interactive sessions) just to get warmed up
• Then some more involved tutorials  -- using macros!
• Feel free to jump around as you see fit – slides should be posted already
• Encourage students do some searching yourselves online for other code/problems that might be 

more relevant to your summer project

The best way to learn ROOT is by example!
• And there are excellent tutorials on how to do specific tasks made by the developers:
https://root.cern.ch/doc/master/group__Tutorials.html

https://root.cern.ch/doc/master/group__Tutorials.html


What I Expected:



What I Got:

4https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HluANRwPyNo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HluANRwPyNo


ROOT Interactive Session – Simple Plot
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ROOT Data Types:



Interactive ROOT - Histograms
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1D Histograms:

2D Histograms:

h_name.SetLineColor(8);

leg_hist = new TLegend(0.5,0.6,0.79,0.79); 

leg_hist->SetHeader("Some histograms"); 

leg_hist->AddEntry(h_name,"First histo","l");

leg_hist->AddEntry(hist_2,"Second histo","l"); 

leg_hist->Draw();

Aside: Adding a Legend to a canvas:



Interactive ROOT – Histograms (Cont.)
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Change Plot Labels:

Copying Histograms:
You can make an identical copy of a histogram by cloning, with the command:

TH1F *hist_new=(TH1F*)hist_2->Clone(); 

hist_new->SetName("hist_new"); 

hist_new->SetLineColor(kYellow);

hist_new->Fill(1,4);

hist_new->Draw(“same”);

TH1F *hist_2 = new TH1F("hist_2", "Another histo", 100, 0, 20);   //Note that we’ve used pointers here

hist_2->Fill(3,10);

hist_2->Fill(5,4);

hist_2->Fill(3);

hist_2->SetLineColor(4) //blue

hist_2->Draw(“same”);

Add a Second Histogram:

Values vs. Pointers 

h_name.GetXaxis().SetTitle("Label of x axis"); 

h_name.GetYaxis().SetTitle("Label of y axis");



Interactive ROOT – Histogram - Fit (Cont.)
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Fill Histogram With Gaussian Info:

Fit Histogram With Gaussian (Either Interactively or w/ Command Line):



Interactive ROOT – Files
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Save Histogram to File:

Open Histogram, and Plot:

Can Also View using TBrowser



Interactive ROOT – Graphs
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Interactive ROOT – Trees and nTuples
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A tree is a data type that is convenient for HEP analysis

Creating and Filling a Tree:

Reading Entries from a Tree:



Interactive ROOT – Trees and nTuples
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A tree is a data type that is convenient for HEP analysis

A TNtuple is a subset of a tree, restricted to only float type variables



ROOT Macros
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In reality, basically all of what you do in ROOT will be in macros (not using the command line)
• You will create these macros with your text editor of choice (Emacs, Vim etc.)

You will be coding your macros in C++ (see yesterday’s tutorial)
• PyRoot is available for students who prefer python programming (but this is outside the scope of this course)
• PyRoot can make sense to use for “quick-‐and-‐dirty” analysis efforts, if that’s the kind of work you’ll be doing this summer
• But C++ code, when compiled, is faster than python – so can be better for more complex analyses

Recall the two ways of running scripts:



ROOT Macro – Function Plotting – Exercise 1 
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Let’s combine a few of the concepts we’ve been looking at in a macro:

Go back to the very first thing we did on the command line
Plot the Function sin(x)/x between [0,10]:

Now I want you to extend this:
a) Add a second function f2 = a*sin(b*x)/x,    Set a = 1, b = 2
b) Plot this function as a blue line 
c) Find the value and derivative of f2 at x =1
d) Find the integral of f2 from [3,6]
e) Change the value of [a,b] to the following:

• [a,b] = [5,5] , and Plot on same graph in Green
• [a,b] = [5,1] , and Plot on same graph in Cyan
• [a,b] = [0,0.5] , and Plot on same graph in Orange
• Hint – Will need to use  DrawClone

f) Change the range of the x axis to [3,6]
• Hint – Will need to include “Taxis.h”



ROOT Macro – Exercise 2 - Histogram Plotting and Operations
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Create a 1D histogram with 100 bins between [-5,5] and fill it with 10000 gaussian 
distributed random numbers with mean 2 and sigma 1
• Print the Mean and RMS of the histogram
• Plot the histogram
• Save the histogram as “gaus.root” file

Hint: For generating gaussian random numbers use gRandom->Gaus(mean, sigma) – Need 
“TRandom3.h”



ROOT Macro – Exercise 2 - Histogram Plotting and Operations
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Create a 1D histogram with 100 bins between [-5,5] and fill it with 10000 gaussian 
distributed random numbers with mean 2 and sigma 1
• Print the Mean and RMS of the histogram
• Plot the histogram
• Save the histogram as “gaus.root” file

Hint: For generating gaussian random numbers use gRandom->Gaus(mean, sigma) – Need 
“TRandom3.h”

Code should look something like this:



ROOT Macro – Exercise 2 - Histogram Plotting and Operations
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Now I want you to extend that code:

• Fit a Gaussian to the peak of your gaussian sampled Histogram
• Plot Both the Fit and the Histogram together

• Create a second histogram  - this time with Landau Function sampled with a mean of 
0, sigma of 1 from [-5,5]

• Plot both Histograms on the same canvas, but different Pads
• Save entries from each of these histograms as an [x,y] pair in a space separated text 

file (called “hist_output.txt”)
• Add more features to the canvas– add Legend, stats box, Set axis titles, histogram

titles



ROOT Macro – Graph Plotting – Exercise 3
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Create Macro that makes a  TGraph Plot from this hist_output.txt file
• Label graph axes (call x-axis “Gaus” and y-axis “Landau”)



Now It’s Your Turn!
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Read through some of the official ROOT “primer”
https://d35c7d8c.web.cern.ch/sites/d35c7d8c.web.cern.ch/files
/ROOT5Primer.pdf

Try some of the following exercises yourself
• Solutions can/will be posted as needed

Look through some of the additional ROOT 
resources I’ve listed
• Can also search for some yourself online. There is a wealth 

of resources (and completed tutorials/code) for ROOT 
online

Practice, Practice, Practice!

Again, highly encourage you to go through at least 
some of the official ROOT tutorials:    
https://root.cern.ch/doc/master/group__Tutorials.html

You, after reading the ROOT 
tutorials and references

https://d35c7d8c.web.cern.ch/sites/d35c7d8c.web.cern.ch/files/ROOT5Primer.pdf
https://root.cern.ch/doc/master/group__Tutorials.html


Working With Actual Physics (Simulation)
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I’ve simulated ~30,000 electrons at 5MeV at the centre of the SNO+ detector
• This should be located in your neutrino guest directory – Sim1.root, Sim2.root

Also included is ex_make_cuts.cc macro
• Code that loads .root files and applies cuts 
• Puts results into several different 1D, 2D histograms

Working With Trees:
• We want to load up these events, and perform some cuts
• Try performing Cuts in energy and position
• Count the number of events that pass/fail these cuts, and efficiency

Working With Histograms, Fits:

You are now equipped to apply your own cuts and plot the histograms, and make the plots look nice
• Include axis labels, Stats. Box, Legends etc. 
• Can Fit a Gaussian to the energy (over what range is best? – consider the chi2/dof of the fit?)

Independent Exercise 



Some Other Suggested Problems to Try 
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Run and familiarize yourself with the create_tree.cc and EventData.h Files that I’ll attach 
with these slides
• The EventData.h file creates a Particle class (similar to what we did yesterday) and the 

create_tree.cc fills a tree with particle event information
• Exercise: Create a macro that reads the eventdata.root file that is created by it
• This macro should be able to cut

Create your own Custom Gaussian Function (rather than using the build-in one) and fit the 
gaus.root file you generated with it. 
• Compare the output with a fit from the build-in Gaussian. Plot both on the same histogram

Fill a 2D histogram with Gaussian and Lorentzian data. Plot the profiles/projections
Compare the different 2D plotting options (see page 6)
• For help with this problem, see 36 of the ROOT primer I’ve linked

Create a fake Gaussian + Exponential (sig+BG) Histogram dataset, and perform a fit for the 
Gaussian signal   
• Refer to the ROOT primer for help with this exercise



Some Selected ROOT Resources
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s9PTrWOnDy8
Very good video series that goes through ROOT. Highly recommend.

https://www.nevis.columbia.edu/~seligman/root-class/files/RootClass.pdf
Very good intro tutorial to follow along with. 
Adapted some of the exercises, but this is more comprehensive

https://www.slac.stanford.edu/BFROOT/www/doc/workbook/root1/root1.html
Some intro Resources from the BarBar collaboration  (some of which was done here) 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/607726/contributions/2475150/attachments/1490075/2315743/ROOT_lect
ure.pdf
Good Intro resource, especially for plotting and such. Also where I sourced the HEP example from

http://pprc.qmul.ac.uk/~bevan/GCL/ROOT.pdf
Very readable intro slides

http://ific.uv.es/~fiorini/ROOTTutorial/root_tutorial.pdf
Good introductory slides, used some of them in  this presentation

https://github.com/root-project/training
Github repository of root sample problems. Nice resource, and good to test your new github skills

Again, this is not an exhaustive list! Don’t be afraid to do a little digging yourself!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s9PTrWOnDy8
https://www.nevis.columbia.edu/~seligman/root-class/files/RootClass.pdf
https://www.slac.stanford.edu/BFROOT/www/doc/workbook/root1/root1.html
https://indico.cern.ch/event/607726/contributions/2475150/attachments/1490075/2315743/ROOT_lecture.pdf
http://pprc.qmul.ac.uk/~bevan/GCL/ROOT.pdf
http://ific.uv.es/~fiorini/ROOTTutorial/root_tutorial.pdf
https://github.com/root-project/training

